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CONCEPT: Permaculture Principle: Catch & 

Store Energy 

 

1- BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE CONCEPT 

Energy conservation is a vital component of climate change mitigation and 

therefore an integral part of the EU green deal goals. Permaculture offers an 

array of solutions to address energy conservation. Permaculture design is 

guided by 12 principles, the second of which deals with this: “Catch and store 

energy.” This principle is about creating, reducing and storing energy. Energy 

comes from the sun, the wind, the ground, the water, from humans and even 

from wastes. The proper use of energy, our ability to capture and store it and 

reduce futile usage to avoid wastage is vital to achieve community resilience. 

In Permaculture, the following are some of the ways used to catch and store 

energy: rain water captors, swales and mulching effectively captures water; 

sun energy is captured through solar panels, cookers, phone chargers; human 

waste/humanure are recycled for good use through dry toilets; the storage of 

energy in thermal mass of rocks and well-designed buildings is a useful 

technology to capture energy and reduce consumption. 
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Source: https://permacultureprinciples.com/principles/_2/ 

 

 

2- Activities of the LivingStem project that may be 

related to this concept 

This concept is best linked with the Ideal Kitchen Garden project as well as in 

the gamified system-Designing a Mandala Vegetable Garden where the 

following activities are learned:   

 

1) catching rainwater or storing water through contours, mulching or by 

employing plant combinations in a garden. Trees are vital components in the 

storage of water. The students’ video projects can present one or two systems 

that are adapted in their Ideal Kitchen Garden project-showing how each 

system works and how it is applied in their own garden design.  

 

2) Storing and using solar energy- plants capture the sunlight through 

photosynthesis. In a garden, the positioning of plants can play a big role in 

balancing water supply and water needs. Students can film how their 

companion plant choices are able to capture and store water. The help of the 

permaculture-trained teacher or resource person is essential. Although there 

are immense internet materials available, actual experiment by the students in 

https://permacultureprinciples.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/Pc-Icons-Principle-2.gif
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the Ideal Kitchen Garden project will provide a more authentic hands-on 

learning. 

 

3) For 14-year-olds, the students can also opt to make a film based on the 

importance of determining rainfall and precipitations in their local area where 

the garden is situated. This can easily be researched with some help from the 

teachers if needed. This may also be tied-in with the “Life Cycle of Water” 

concept introduced among the other concepts in the video making. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3- Methodology proposal for the implementation 

of the activity described above  

Instructions to the students: 

 

1. Choose the subject related to Permaculture Principle: Catch & Store 

Energy that you want to address. 

. 

2. Do some research on this subject based on permaculture examples. If a 

permaculture resource speaker will be invited in the school or when you 

visit a permaculture farm, prepare your relevant questions to help draw 

up your storyline.  

 

3. Make sure that you understand the subject very well. Seek the 

assistance of your teacher, in case of doubt. 

 

4. Write the story idea of your film, the script, the storyboard (how your 

video will unfold shot by shot and then create the production schedule.  
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5. Depending on your chosen video topic, the syncing of your production 

schedule with your Ideal Kitchen Garden will vary. Your filming 

schedule may be programmed during the design of your garden 

gameboard. 

 

6. For some tips in video production, simply follow the general guidelines 

in making a video that your teacher provided you. 

 

 

4- Children involvement in the activity: 

This film-making is ideal as a team activity. To facilitate the tasks, the same 

team in the Ideal Kitchen Garden may work together as team for this video 

production. The team members can brainstorm to decide which topic they 

want to explore. Task distribution, sharing and regular meetings are vital as 

this require immersive understanding of the concept. Hands-on work will be 

most solicited. The team can seek the expertise of permaculture practitioners 

and visit to a permaculture farm will be necessitated. Although internet-

researches can offer some ideas, hands-on experience and real resource 

persons are crucial for a more in-depth understanding.  

 

 

5- Links between this concept and science (STEAM) 

and permaculture: 

Related STEAM subjects: 

 

Engineering (design, planning and creation) 

Biology (learning about plants),  

Arts (aethetic design of the garden, script writing) 

Math (rainfall calculation and impact on the area) 
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Technology (film-production, can be extensive depending on the subject 

chosen) 

  

Developed Skills: 

 

Scientific skills through observation and research.  

Communication skills through interviews of resource persons. 

Skills in planning, organization, script writing, interpersonal communication, 

team building. 

Technological skills in media literacy and other technology that may be 

employed. 

 

An integrated STEAM understanding of Permaculture Principle: Catch & 

Store Energy. 

 

 
 
 


